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### 13.22.8.230.B000 MULTI-FUNCTION RELAY

**WIRING DIAGRAM**

**Channel 1:** Ch1 - pushbutton 1 (P1)

**Channel 2:** Ch2 - pushbutton 2 (P2)

---

**FINDER TOOLBOX APPLICATION**

With the Finder Toolbox App you can:

- Set the functions, the Sequences and the timing (T1, T2) on the Ch1 - Ch2 channels
- Associate the wireless pushbutton
- Set the scenarios

**NOTE**

- Transmission range: approximately 10 m in free space and without obstacles
- Transmission range may vary depending on the building structure
  - Reinforced concrete walls and/or metal walls
  - Partition walls filled with insulating wool on a metallic backing
  - Metal plate in a wall on a metallic leading strip

**FUNCTIONS for single channel**

The Ch1 and Ch2 channels are independent and can be set with different functions. Timings (T1, T2): from 1s to 24h.

**RI:** factory pre-set function on both channels

**FUNCTIONS using both channels**

Switching sequences 02 to 08 work on both Ch1 and Ch2.  

**NOTE**

- P1 (SET): leads to the next state
- P2 (RESET): leads to the initial state

**FUNCTION RIa**

RIa: Step relay (switch control)

A traditional lighting system with switch, diverter and inverter, can be remotely controlled with the Finder YESLY App, using wireless pushbuttons, or via a voice assistant.